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QUESTION: 1
When defining location switching criteria, which two can be used? (Select two.)

A. MAC address
B. Wins Server address
C. host name
D. NIC description
E. OS type

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 2
When identifying risks, an administrator should prioritize them according to what?
(Select two.)

A. likelihood of occurrence
B. order of occurrence
C. level of inconvenience to the customer
D. impact to the project
E. visibility to senior management

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 3
An administrator has deployed LAN enforcer within the network and enabled 802.1 x on
all switch ports. How can the administrator ensure that printers directly connected to the
switch are still accessible, and also prevent computers bypassing LAN enforcement
should they be connected to the printer’s network outlet?

A. install Symantec Endpoint Protection on the printers
B. add the MAC addresses of the printers to the Trusted Hosts list in the advanced
settings of the Enforcer Group properties
C. log on to the command line of the enforcer, at the command line enter mab enable
D. log on to the command line of the enforcer, at the command line enter mac and the list
of printer MAC addresses
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Answer: C

QUESTION: 4
With an 802.lx enabled switch, the SNAC client communicates with the switch at which
layer of the OSI reference model for EAP authentication?

A. Layer I (Physical Layer)
B. Layer 2 (Data Link Layer)
C. Layer 3 (Network Layer)
D. Layer 4 (Transport Layer)

Answer: B

QUESTION: 5
At an administrator’s first meeting with a customer they realize that their customer is
expecting the product to do a certain function that the administrator is sure it cannot
accomplish. What should the administrator’s response be?

A. call the account team
B. escalate to the administrator’s manager
C. provide alternative solutions
D. call the product manager

Answer: C

QUESTION: 6
A company wants to allow remote users access to the corporate network through a VPN
connection. The IT director is afraid that if they allow remote access they cannot be sure
the remote users have proper security software installed and running on their PCs and
may infect the corporate environment. Which form of NAC enforcement would be most
effective in keeping this company safe?

A. DHCP enforcement
B. LAN enforcement
C. Gateway enforcement
D. Peer to Peer enforcement
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Answer: C

QUESTION: 7
How does SEPprep prepare a system for the installation of Symantec Endpoint Protection
(SEP)?

A. SEPprep reports on all SEP dependencies.
B. SEPprep removes competitive AV products.
C. SEPprep updates content definitions in a package.
D. SEPprep checks for communication with the SEPM.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 8
An administrator is seeing errors when host integrity is being evaluated on one client.
What will permit them to debug the host integrity script?

A. review the AVScript.js in the Endpoint Protection folder
B. enable SMC Debugging by executing smc -debug at the command line
C. enable Extended TSE Debugging by setting the registry key Extended Debuging to I
D. review the system logs from the SMC GUI

Answer: A

QUESTION: 9
When is “Push Mode” preferable to “Pull Mode” when configuring Symantec Endpoint
Protection (SEP) Communication settings?

A. when there is a requirement to conserve network bandwidth
B. when an administrator needs to quickly install SEP Agents to computers
C. when managing greater than 5000 computers
D. when frequentSEPM policychanges requirefrequentclientupdates
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Answer: D

QUESTION: 10
Which port is utilized by default for Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager replication
between sites?

A. 8014
B. 8443
C. 9090
D. 2967

Answer: B

QUESTION: 11
An organization has three Symantec Endpoint Protection Managers that are replicating to
each other. At most, how often should replication occur?

A. once perhour
B. onceevery8 hours
C. once perday
D. onceevery4 hours

Answer: C

QUESTION: 12
What are the correct connect settings for a serial console connection?

A. Data Bits 8, Parity none, Stop Bits I
B. Data Bits 8, Parity odd, Stop Bits I
C. Data Bits 8, Parity even, Stop Bits I
D. Data Bits 8, Parity odd, Stop Bits 2

Answer: A
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